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In recent issues we have looked at the ‘to invest or not to invest’ decision. In
this edition we start to look at one of the main investment tools that we use –
ISA’s. Finally we consider the wages of sin.

Market Commentary

General Data Protection Requirements – these newsletters are now only being
sent to three of you (hi Mom); this will lead to interesting times for small firms trying to sell their
products. European banks to consolidate. BREXIT – seems there is no plan in the event of ‘no deal’.

ISA’s – Individual Savings Accounts.

Some years ago Personal Equity Plans were replaced by ISA’s. The first ISA’s were fairly basic affairs
with modest investment limits and restrictive rules; the times they are a changing…

We now have a lot of clients whose ISA holdings exceed £500,000 pounds. This means that they can
draw an income tax free, take profits tax free and even allow their spouses to inherit their saved limits.
At £20,000 allowance per tax year per person it does not take long for funds to mount up; we use a
system known as ‘Bed & ISA’ which means we automatically use our clients allowances every year by
transferring funds from general investment holdings into ISA’s.

What can you invest in?

Low to high risk options exist. Cash is an example of the former and stocks and shares cover a spectrum
from low to high risk. If you invest in certain small companies shares your holdings can avoid being
assessed for Inheritance Tax when you die. There are specialist funds where your money is lent out.
Getting the risk – return balance right is one of the main considerations.

Special ISA’s

Lifetime ISA – Also known as a LISA’s. These can be used to buy your first home or save for retirement.
You must be between 18 and 40 to open a LISA and you can put in up to £4,000 in each tax year until
you are 50. The government will add a 25% bonus to your savings, up to a maximum of £1,000 per
year. If you use the LISA for retirement rather than home purchase you must wait until 60 to draw any
funds to avoid a penalty.

Help to Buy ISA – This is also used to buy your first home. However there are some key differences to
the Lifetime ISA. Firstly the maximum you can put in is £3,000 in each tax year meaning a maximum
bonus of £750 per year. Secondly your first payment cannot be more than £1,200 and then you can pay
up to £200 each month. There is also a savings limit of £12,000 i.e. £15,000 once the bonus has been
added.



Junior ISA – Long-term, tax-free savings accounts for children. Your child must be under 18 and living in
the UK. In the current tax year the saving limit is £4,260. Your child can take control of the account
when they turn 16 but cannot withdraw any money until they turn 18, at which point it is automatically
converted into an adult ISA, providing of course that it lasts that long.

Transfer your ISA?

This is easy to do but the trap to avoid is withdrawing funds to do this. It is important that the
transferring ISA transfers directly into the receiving ISA to retain the tax benefits. Transfers into
Lifetime ISA’s need careful consideration as the rules differ – see above. One consideration when
transferring from cash into stocks and shares is the cost of the transfer, likewise it is worth checking
that there are no penalties when transferring out of an ISA.

Inheritable ISA’s

Since April 2015 spouses and civil partners can inherit their deceased’s ISA allowances, which before
this date died with them. For example if your partner died with £50,000 in ISA’s your allowance this
year is effectively £70,000 (£50,000 plus £20,000 normal allowance).

SUMMARY

There is an ISA that will suit most savers, dependant on your objectives. You can choose low or high
risk, additional tax efficiency, savings for kids as well as obtaining HMG’s help with buying your first
home. Choose wisely.

ISA’s are one of the best all round options when investing, allowing wide choice, enhancements for
those saving for homes, tax free income facilities, ease of withdrawal (in most cases) and inheritability.

‘Financial Medical’

Our offer of a free review of your existing investments or a strategy report for recipients of this
newsletter is still open; call us if you would like a chat.

Help us, please -

Firstly: Many of you will remember my views on investing in FANGS (Facebook, Amazon, etc). On the
basis that if you can’t beat them….. We would be very grateful if those of you who have Google accounts
could give us a (hopefully nice) Google review since we are seeking to expand. It seems that prospective
new clients draw comfort from such reviews - I suppose this is the same mentality that leads to most
Brits joining the biggest queues at the airport.

Secondly: We have set up a ‘VouchedFor’ account to promote our investment services whereby our
clients can leave a review. The good news is if you leave a review you will be automatically entered into
VouchedFor’s monthly draw to win a £50 Amazon voucher. Reviews can be completed by clicking the
link here.

And finally…

Please continue the feedback – telephone us or send an email. In the next edition I look at tidying your
investments and pensions.

P.S.

The wages of sin.

We are looking for all time winners when selecting investments. The nearest we can find to this from an
industry perspective is ‘sin stocks’. Recently Philip Morris (tobacco) shares fell but this aside the results
of a study of US markets since 1900 showed tobacco stocks to be the strongest market performer
(prohibition got in the way of alcohol). With no prohibition in the UK alcohol won in the same period.
Worldwide most markets followed these results – all of this in spite of advertising restrictions, smoking
bans, drinking restrictions etc.

In this vein I note that marijuana is now being legalised in some parts of the US….

https://www.vouchedfor.co.uk/financial-advisor-ifa/birmingham/30635-steven-johnson/write-review
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